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Abstract
In this paper we present the induced representation of SO(2N) canonical transfor-
mation group and introduce SO(2N)
U(N) coset variables. We give a derivation of the time
dependent Hartree-Bogoliubov (TDHB) equation on the Ka¨hler coset space G
H
=SO(2N)
U(N)
from the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the coset variables. The TDHB wave
function represents the TD behavior of Bose condensate of fermion pairs. It is a good
approximation for the ground state of the fermion system with a pairing interaction,
producing the spontaneous Bose condensation. To describe the classical motion on the
coset manifold, we start from the local equation of motion. This equation becomes a
Riccati-type equation. After giving a simple two-level model and a solution for a coset
variable, we can get successfully a general solution of TDRHB equation for the coset
variables. We obtain the Harish-Chandra decomposition for the SO(2N) matrix based
on the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation together with the geodesic flow on the manifold.
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1
1 Introduction
The supersymmetric (SUSY) extension of the nonlinear σ-model was first given by Zumino
under the introduction of scalar fields on a Ka¨hler manifold [1]. The extended σ-model defined
on symmetric spaces have been intensively studied in modern elementary particle physics,
superstring theory and supergravity theory [2]. While the Hartree-Bogoliubov theory (HBT)
[3] has been regarded as the standard approximation in the theory of fermion systems [4, 5]. In
HBT a HB wave function (WF) represents a Bose condensate of fermion pairs. From the Lie-
algebraic viewpoint, fermion pair operators form a SO(2N) Lie algebra and contain a U(N)
Lie algebra as a subalgebra (N : Number of fermion states). The SO(2N) and U(N) mean the
special orthogonal group of 2N dimensions and unitary group of N dimensions, respectively.
One can give the exact coherent state representation (CS rep) of a fermion system [6].
A consistent coupling of gauge- and matter superfields to SUSY σ-models on Ka¨hler coset
space has been given by van Holten et al. They have presented a mathematical tool of con-
structing a Killing potential and have applied it to the explicit construction of a SUSY σ-model
on the coset space SO(2N)
U(N)
. Fukutome et. al. have proposed a new fermion many-body theory
based on a SO(2N+1) Lie algebra of fermion operators [7]. A rep of the SO(2N+1) group has
been derived by a group extension of a SO(2N) Bogoliubov transformation for fermions to a
new canonical transformation group. The fermion Lie operators are represented by bosons [8].
We have extended the SUSY σ-model on the Ka¨hler coset space G
H
= SO(2N+2)
U(N+1)
based on
the SO(2N+1) Lie algebra of fermion operators [9]. Following Fukutome, by embedding a
SO(2N+1) group into a SO(2N+2) group and using SO(2N+2)
U(N+1)
coset variables [10, 11], we have
studied a new aspect of the extended SUSY σ-model and then constructed a Killing potential.
Using the coset space SO(2N)
U(N)
and constructing the Ka¨hler and Killing potentials, van Holten et.
al. have provided the anomaly-free SUSY σ-model on SO(2N)
U(N)
[2]. The time dependent (TD)
HBT is a powerful tool for describing superconducting fermion systems [3, 4]. The TDHB
WF represents the TD behavior of Bose condensate states of fermion pairs. It is a good
approximation for the ground state of a fermion system with a pairing interaction, producing
the spontaneous Bose condensation. The TDHB equation on the Ka¨hler coset space G
H
=SO(2N)
U(N)
is derived from the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the coset variables. To describe the
classical motion on the coset manifold, we start from the local equation of motion [12, 13].
This equation becomes of the [14, 15, 16]. After providing a simple two-level model and a
solution for a coset variable, we give a general solution of the TDRHB equation for the coset
variables. We obtain the Harish-Chandra decomposition for the SO(2N) matrix based on the
nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation together with the geodesic flow on the manifold.
This paper is organized as follows: In §2, we recapitulate briefly the induced representation
of the SO(2N) canonical transformation group and the introduction of the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset vari-
ables. We give a brief sketch of the derivation of the TDHB and the TDRHB equations from
the classical Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variables in the TD self-
consistent field (TDSCF). In §3, we give the SO(2N)
U(N)
Ka¨hler and Killing potentials and present
the Harish-Chandra decomposition for the SO(2N) matrix based on the nonlinear Mo¨bius
transformation and the Killing potential for tensors. In §4, we provide a simple two-level
model and a solution for a coset variable up to the first order and the infinite order in time
t. In §5, we give a general solution of the TDRHB equation for the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variables.
Finally, in the last section, we give some concluding remarks and further outlook. In the
Appendices, after providing the bosonization of SO(2N) Lie operators and vacuum function
for bosons, we give another way of derivation of the TDRHB equation. Finally, we give the
TDRHB equations for three- and four- level models.
2
2 Brief summary of SO(2N) Bogoliubov transformation
and Derivation of SO(2N)U(N) Riccati-Hartree-Bogoliubov
equation
We give a brief summary of a SO(2N) canonical transformation and of fixing a SO(2N)
U(N)
coset
variable. Let cα and c
†
α, (α=1,· · ·, N), be annihilation and creation operators of the fermion
satisfying the canonical anti-commutation relations {cα, c†β}=δαβ , {cα, cβ}=0 and {c†α, c†β}=0.
We introduce the set of fermion operators consisting of the following pair operators:
Eαβ = c
†
αcβ−
1
2
δαβ , E
αβ = c†αc
†
β, Eαβ = cαcβ,
Eα†β = E
β
α, E
αβ = E†βα, Eαβ = −Eβα. (α, β = 1, · · ·, N)
 (2.1)
It is well known that the set of fermion operators (2.1) form a SO(2N) Lie algebra. As a
consequence of the anti-commutation relations, the commutation relations for the fermion op-
erators (2.1) in the SO(2N) Lie algebra are
[Eαβ, E
γ
δ] = δγβE
α
δ − δαδEγβ, (U(N) algebra) (2.2)
[Eαβ, Eγδ] = δαδEβγ − δαγEβδ,
[Eαβ , Eγδ] = δαδE
β
γ + δβγE
α
δ − δαγEβδ − δβδEαγ, [Eαβ , Eγδ] = 0,
}
(2.3)
We omit the commutation relations obtained by hermitian conjugation of (2.3).
A SO(2N) canonical transformation U(g) is generated by the fermion SO(2N) Lie oper-
ators. The transformation U(g) is expressed by a successive transformation as U(g) = eΛeΓ,
Γ=γαβc
†
αcβ(γ¯
†=−γ) and Λ=1
2
(
λαβc
†
αc
†
β+λ¯αβcαcβ
)
(λT=−λ). Introduce matrices gγ and gλ as
gγ=
[
γ¯ 0
0 γ
]
and gλ=
[
C(λ) S¯(λ)
S(λ) C¯(λ)
]
. Then the U(g) is the generalized Bogoliubov transformation
[3] specified by an SO(2N) matrix g (det g=1) as,
U(g)(c, c†)U †(g)=(c, c†)g, g=gλgγ≡
[
a b¯
b a¯
]
,
a=C(λ)γ¯, C(λ)≡cos(
√
λ†λ),
b=S(λ)γ¯, S(λ)≡λsin(
√
λ†λ)√
λ†λ
,
(2.4)
and g†g=gg†=12N . The U(g) also satisfies the following properties:
U(g)U(g′)=U(gg′), U(g−1)=U−1(g)=U †(g), U(12N )=I. (2.5)
Here, (c, c†) is a 2N -dimensional row vector ((cα), (c
†
α)) and both the a=(a
α
β) and b=(bαβ)
are N×N matrices. The HB (SO(2N)) wave function | g> is defined as | g>=U(g)| 0> (| 0>
: the vacuum satisfying cα| 0>=0). The wave function, coherent state | g>, is expressed as
| g>=<0 |U(g)| 0> exp(1
2
qαβc
†
αc
†
β)| 0>, (2.6)
<0 |U(g)| 0>=[det(a)] 12 =[det(1N+q†q)]− 14 ei τ2 , τ= i
2
ln
[
det(a¯)
det(a)
]
, (2.7)
q=ba−1=λ
tan(
√
λ†λ)√
λ†λ
, q=−qT. (2.8)
The q is a variable of the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset space. The τ is a phase of the U(N) subgroup and the
derivative
∂
∂τ
appeared in (A.12) in Appendix A plays a crucial role to show the existence of
the free fermion vacuum. The function < |0U(g)| 0> (≡Φ00(g)) in g∈SO(2N) corresponds to
the free fermion vacuum function as proved in Appendix B. The symbols det and T denote the
determinant and transposition, respectively. The overline denotes the complex conjugation.
3
Expectation values of the fermion SO(2N) Lie operators, i.e., the generators of rotation
in 2N -dimensional Euclidian space, with respect to |g> are given as
<Eαβ+
1
2
δαβ>g=Rαβ=
1
2
(¯
bαibβi−aαia¯βi
)
+
1
2
δαβ=− [q¯q(1N−q¯q)−1]αβ ,
<Eαβ>g=−Kαβ= 1
2
(¯
aαibβi−bαia¯βi
)
=− [q(1N−q¯q)−1]αβ , <Eαβ>g=K¯αβ.
 (2.9)
The expectation value of a two-body operator is given as
<EαγEδβ>g=RαβRγδ − RαδRγβ − K¯αγKδβ. (2.10)
Let the Hamiltonian of the fermion system under consideration be
H=hαβ
(
Eαβ+
1
2
δαβ
)
+
1
4
[αβ|γδ]EαγEδβ . (2.11)
The matrix hαβ related to a single-particle hamiltonian includes a chemical potential and
[αβ|γδ]=−[αδ|γβ]=[γδ|αβ]=[βα|δγ] are anti-symmetrized matrix elements of an interaction
potential. Parallel to calculations by the usual HB factorization method (see Refs.[4] and [5]),
the expectation value of H with respect to |g> is calculated as
<H>g = hαβ<E
α
β+
1
2
δαβ>g+
1
2
[αβ|γδ]
{
<Eαβ+
1
2
δαβ>g<E
γ
δ+
1
2
δγδ>g+
1
2
<Eαγ>g<Eδβ>g
}
= hαβRαβ +
1
2
[αβ|γδ]
(
RαβRγδ − 1
2
K⋆αγKδβ
)
.
(2.12)
The SO(2N) TDHB equation can be derived from the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for
the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variablesq (2.8). We start from the local equations of motion [12, 13] given by
q˙ = − i
~
(1N−R¯)−1∂<H>g
∂q¯
(1N−R)−1, q(1N−R) = K, q¯K = −R,
˙¯q = − i
~
(1N−R)−1∂<H>g
∂q
(1N−R¯)−1, (1N−R¯)q = K, K¯q = −R.
 (2.13)
With the use of the differential formulae,
∂Rγδ
∂qαβ
=−K¯γα(1N−R)βδ+K¯γβ(1N−R)αδ, ∂Rγδ
∂q¯αβ
=−(1N−R)γαKβδ+(1N−R)γβKαδ,
∂Kγδ
∂qαβ
=(1N−R¯)γα(1N−R)βδ−(1N−R¯)γβ(1N−R)αδ, ∂Kγδ
∂q¯αβ
=KγαKβδ−KγβKαδ.
 (2.14)
Let us define matrices Q, FF and FD as Q≡
[
0N q
q¯ 0N
]
, FF ≡
[
F 0N
0N −F¯
]
and FD≡
[
0N D
−D¯ 0N
]
.
Then the classical equation of motion for the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variables is calculated to be
i~
[
0N q˙
˙¯q 0N
]
=FD+FFQ−QFF−QFDQ=
[
0N D+Fq+qF¯+qD¯q
−D¯−F¯ q¯−q¯F−q¯Dq¯ 0N
]
. (2.15)
Equations (2.15) are just the Riccati-type matrix equations. Then we call them the SO(2N)
U(N)
time
dependent Riccati-Hartree-Bogoliubov (TDRHB) equations and F(=FF+FD) is the Hartree-
Bogoliubov matrix Hamiltonian. The SCF parameters F =(Fαβ)=F
† and D=(Dαβ)=−DT
appeared in the matrix elements in (2.15) are defined by the functional derivatives as
Fαβ ≡ ∂<H>g
∂Rαβ
= hαβ + [αβ|γδ]Rγδ, Dαβ ≡ ∂<H>g
∂K¯αβ
=
1
2
[αγ|βδ](−Kδγ). (2.16)
The classical equations of motion on the Ka¨hlerian manifold is put into the form (2.14). The
Ka¨hlerian structure of the symmetric space is carried onto the manifold of coherent state [13].
In the next Section, we study the Ka¨hlerian structure through the Ka¨hler potential and
the Killing potential.
4
3 SO(2N)U(N) Ka¨hler potential and Killing potential
Let us introduce a 2N×N isometric matrix u by uT = [bT, aT ]. If one uses the matrix
elements of u and u† as the coordinates on the manifold SO(2N), a real line element can be
defined by a hermitian metric tensor on the manifold. Under the transformation u→ vu the
metric is invariant. Then the metric tensor defined on the manifold may become singular, due
to the fact that one uses too many coordinates.
According to Zumino [1], if a is non-singular, we have relations governing u†u as
u†u=a†a+b†b=a†
{
1N+(ba
−1)
†
(ba−1)
}
a=a†
(
1N+q
†q
)
a,
ln det u†u=lndet
(
1N+q
†q
)
+lndet a+lndet a†,
}
(3.1)
where we have used the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variable q (2.8). If we take the matrix elements of q and
q¯ as the coordinates on the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset manifold, the real line element can be well defined by
a hermitian metric tensor on the coset manifold as
ds2=Gαβγδdq
αβdq¯γδ (qαβ = qαβ and q¯
γδ= q¯γδ; Gαβγδ=Gγδαβ). (3.2)
We also use the indices γ, δ, · · · running over α, β, · · · . The condition that the manifold
under consideration is a Ka¨hler manifold is that its complex structure is covariantly constant
relative to the Riemann connection:
Gαβγδ,ǫϕ
def
=
∂Gαβγδ
∂qǫϕ
=Gǫϕγδ,αβ, Gαβγδ,ǫϕ
def
=
∂Gαβγδ
∂q¯ǫϕ
=Gαβǫϕ,γδ, (3.3)
and that it has vanishing torsions. Then, the hermitian metric tensor Gαβγδ can be locally
given through a real scalar function, the Ka¨hler potential, which takes the well-known form
K(q†, q)=ln det (1N+q†q) , (3.4)
and the explicit expression for the components of the metric tensor is given as
Gαβγδ=
∂2K(q†, q)
∂qαβ∂q¯γδ
=
{(
1N+qq
†
)−1}
δα
{(
1N+q
†q
)−1}
βγ
−(γ↔δ)−(α↔β)+(α↔β, γ↔δ). (3.5)
Notice that the above function does not determine the Ka¨hler potential K(q†, q) uniquely since
the metric tensor Gαβγδ is invariant under a transformation of the Ka¨hler potential,
K(q†, q)→K′(q†, q)=K(q†, q)+F(q)+F¯(q¯). (3.6)
F(q) and F¯(q¯) are analytic functions of q and q¯, respectively.
Let us consider a SO(2N) infinitesimal left transformation of a SO(2N) matrix g to g′,
g′ = (12N + δg)g, by using the first equation of (A.3):
g′=
[
1N+δa δb¯
δb 1N+δa¯
]
g =
[
a+δaa+δb¯b b¯+δab¯+δb¯a¯
b+δa¯b+δba a¯+δa¯a¯+δbb¯
]
. (3.7)
If δa and δb satisfy the relations δa† = −δa, trδa = 0 and δb = −δbT, the (12N + δg) plays
an important role to bosonize the SO(2N) Lie operators as presented in Appendix A. Let
us define a SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variable q′(= b′a′−1) in the g′ frame. With the aid of (3.7), the q′ is
calculated infinitesimally as
q′ = b′a′−1=(b+δa¯b+δba)
(
a+δaa+δb¯b
)−1
=q+δb−qδa+δa¯q−qδb¯q.
(3.8)
The Ka¨hler metrics admit holomorphic isometries (Killing vectors), Riα(q) and R¯iα(q¯)(i=
1, · · · , dim g, α=1, · · · , N). These isometries are solutions of the Killing equation
Riβ(q), α+R¯iα(q), β = 0, Riβ(q)=gαβRiα(q). (3.9)
They define infinitesimal symmetry transformations and are described geometrically by the
Killing vectors which are generators of infinitesimal coordinate transformations keeping the
metric invariant: δq=q′−q=R(q) and δq¯=R¯(q¯) such that g′(q, q¯)=g(q, q¯). The Killing equa-
tion is the necessary and sufficient condition for an infinitesimal coordinate transformation
5
δqα=
(
δb−δaTq−qδa+qδb†q)α=ξiRiα(q), δq¯α=ξiR¯iα(q¯), (3.10)
where ξi are the infinitesimal and global group parameters. Due to the Killing equation, the
Killing vectors Riα(q) and R¯iα(q¯) can be written locally as the gradient of some real scalar
function, the Killing potentials Mi(q, q¯) such that
Riα(q) = −iMi ,α, R¯iα(q¯) = iMi ,α. (3.11)
According to van Holten et al. [2] and using the infinitesimal SO(2N) matrix δg given by
the first of (A.3), the Killing potential Mσ can be written for the coset SO(2N)U(N) as
Mσ
(
δa, δb, δb†
)
=Tr
(
δgM˜σ
)
=tr
(
δaMσδa+δbMσδb†+δb†Mσδb
)
,
M˜σ≡
[ M˜σδa M˜σδb†
−M˜σδb −M˜σδaT
]
,
Mσδa=M˜σδa+
(
M˜σδaT
)T
,
Mσδb=M˜σδb, Mσδb†=M˜σδb† ,
 (3.12)
where the trace Tr is taken over the 2N×2N matrices, while the trace tr is taken over the
N×N matrices. Let us introduce the N -dimensional matrices R(q; δg), RT (q; δg) and χ by
R(q; δg)=δb−δaTq−qδa+qδb†q, RT (q; δg)=−δaT+qδb†, χ=(1N+qq†)−1=χ†. (3.13)
In (3.10), putting ξi=1, we have δq=R(q; δg) which is the Killing vector in the coset space
SO(2N)
U(N)
, and tr of holomorphic matrix-valued function RT (q; δg), namely tr[RT (q; δg)]=F(q)
is a holomorphic Ka¨hler transformation. Then the Killing potential Mσ is given as
−iMσ (q, q¯; δg) = −tr∆ (q, q¯; δg) ,
∆(q, q¯; δg)
def
= RT (q; δg)−R(q; δg)q†χ=
(
qδaq†−δaT−δbq†+qδb†)χ.
}
(3.14)
From (3.12) and (3.14), we obtain
− iMσδb=−χq, − iMσδb†=q†χ, − iMσδa=1N−2q†χq. (3.15)
Using the expression for M˜σ, equation (3.15), their components are written in the form
− iM˜σδb=−χq, − iM˜σδb† =q†χ, − iM˜σδa=−q†χq, − iM˜σδaT=1N−qχ¯q†=χ. (3.16)
It is easily checked that the result (3.15) satisfies the gradient of the real function Mσ (3.11).
This just the Killing potential Mσ in the
SO(2N)
U(N)
coset space obtained by van Holten et al. [2].
To make clear the meaning of the Killing potential, using the 2N×N isometric matrix
u (u†u=1N), let us introduce the following 2N×2N matrix:
W =uu†=
[
R K
−K¯ 1N−R¯
]
,
R=bb†,
K=ba†,
(3.17)
which satisfies the idempotency relation W 2=W and is hermitian on the SO(2N) group. The
W is the generalized density matrix in the SO(2N) CS rep. Since the matrices a and b are
represented in terms of q=(qαβ) as
a=(1N+q
†q)−
1
2v, b=q(1N+q
†q)−
1
2 v, v ∈U(N), (3.18)
then, we have
R=q(1N+q
†q)−1q†=qχ¯q†=1N−χ, K=q(1N+q†q)−1=χq. (3.19)
To our great surprise, substituting (3.19) into (3.16), the expression for the Killing potential
−iM˜σ just becomes equivalent with the generalized density matrix (3.17). This fact first has
been found by the present authors in Ref. [9]. The two relations in (3.18) play an important
role to make another way of the derivation of the TDRHB equation as shown in Appendix C.
First according to [2] we define a matrix Ξ(q) and require a transformation rule as follows:
Ξ(q)
def
=
[
1N 0
q 1N
]
, Ξ−1(q)=Ξ(−q), (3.20)
6
Ξ(q)−→Ξ(gq)=gΞ(q)Ĥ−1(q; g), with Ĥ(q; g)=
(Ĥ+(q; g))−1 Ĥ0(q; g)
0 Ĥ−(q; g)
. (3.21)
It must be remarkable that as is clear from the structure of the transformation (3.21), in the
above transformation a constant unitary matrix g can be canceled by taking a bilinear form
Ξ†(gq)Ξ(gq) [17]. The gq satisfying (gq)T= gqT=−gq is a nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation given by
gq=(b+a¯q)(a+b¯q)−1=−(aT−qb†)−1(bT−qa†), (3.22)
which obeys a successive transformation rule g
′
(gq) = g
′gq, i.e., composition of two transforma-
tions g′ and g. The above nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation makes a crucial role to construct
a solution of the TDRHB equation in the proceeding sections. Under an action of SO(2N)
matrix g, i.e., last equation of (2.4), using g−1=g†, (3.21) and (3.22), we have the relation
Ĥ(q; g)=Ξ(−gq) gΞ(q). Then Ĥ(q; g) takes a form
Ĥ(q; g)=
[
a+b¯q b¯
0 (aT−qb†)−1
]
, Ĥ+(q; g)=Ĥ
T
−(q; g), det Ĥ+(q; g)=det Ĥ−(q; g). (3.23)
Multiplying g′ by g, we also have useful product formulas for Ĥ±,0(q; g
′g) as
Ĥ+(q;g
′g)=Ĥ+(q;g)Ĥ+(
gq;g′), Ĥ−(q;g
′g)=Ĥ−(
gq;g′)Ĥ−(q;g), Ĥ0(q;g
′g)=Ĥ0(
gq;g′)Ĥ0(q;g)= b¯′b¯. (3.24)
Then we have the product formula Ĥ(q;g′g)=Ĥ(gq;g′)Ĥ(q;g).
Using the matrices a and b given by (3.18)(v=1N), we obtain the matrix decomposition
g=Ξ†(−q)
(1N+q†q) 12 0
0 (1N+qq
†)−
1
2
Ξ(q)=Ξ†(−λtan(√λ†λ)√
λ†λ
)cos−1(√λ†λ) 0
0 cos(
√
λ†λ)
Ξ(λtan(√λ†λ)√
λ†λ
)
,
(3.25)
whose relation substituted by the q (2.8) is the Harish-Chandra decomposition. Such a relation
is derived based on the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation (3.22). It should be noticed that the
geodesic flow through the identity coset element corresponds to λ
tan(t
√
λ†λ)√
λ†λ
. These facts have
already been pointed out by Berceanu et. al. [13]. Finally, from the second equation of (3.25),
a SO(2N) matrix g is expressed in terns of the original variable λ contained in the generator Λ.
For the sake of convenience we redefine the Ka¨hler potential as K(q, q)=ln det (1N+qq). Under
the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation (3.22), the Ka¨hler potential transforms as K(gq, gq) =
K(q, q)+F(q; g)+F(q; g).
Next according to [2], to require anomaly cancellations with matter fields, one may change
an assignment of U(1) charges by introducing a complex line bundle S which is defined as a
complex matter scalar field coupled to the SUSY σ-model with the infinitesimal transforma-
tion law δiSλ=λFi(q)S. For a tensor rep T α1···αp≡SλT α1···αp, T obeys the transformation rule
δiT α1···αp=
∑p
k=1Rαki, β(q)T α1···β...αp+λFi(q)T α1···αp . (3.26)
A section of a minimal line bundle over SO(2N)
U(N)
is given by gS=
[
detĤ+(q; g)
]1
2S=
[
detĤ−(q; g)
]1
2S.
Suppose that T i1···ip(p;q) is an irreducible completely antisymmetric SU(N)-tensor rep with p and
q indices. We abbreviate it simply as T(p;q). By taking the completely antisymmetric tensor
product of SU(N) vectors T i11 ,· · ·, T ipp , we obtain a SU(N) tensor of rank p with index q as
T i1···ip(p;q) ≡
1
p!
SqT [i11 ∗ · · · ∗ T ip]p , (3.27)
where [· · · ] denotes the completely anti-symmetrization of the indices inside the brackets.
Thus we obtain a transformation of tensor T i1···ip(p;q) as
gT i1···ip(p;q) =
[
det Ĥ−(q; g)
]q
2
[
Ĥ−(q; g)
]i1
j1
· · ·
[
Ĥ−(q; g)
]ip
jp
T j1···jp(p;q) . (3.28)
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The invariant Ka¨hler potential for a tensor is given by
K(p;q)=T (p;q)j1···jpGj1···jp(p;q)i1···ipT
i1···ip
(p;q) , Gj1···jp(p;q)i1···ip≡
1
p!
[detχ]
q
2χj1i1 · · ·χ
jp
ip
. (3.29)
A SU(N) dual tensor T(N−p;q)ip+1···iN with (N−p) indices and index q is
T(N−p;q)ip+1···iN1≡
1
p!
T ip···i1(p;q) ǫi1···iN , (ǫi1···iN : SU(N)Levi-Civita tensor) (3.30)
which transforms under the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation (3.22) as
gT(p;q)i1···ip=T(p;q)j1···jp
[
Ĥ−1− (q; g)
]j1
i1
· · ·
[
Ĥ−1− (q; g)
]jp
ip
[
det Ĥ−(q; g)
]1+q
2
. (3.31)
The invariant Ka¨hler potential for a dual tensor is given by
K(p;q)=T(p;q)i1···ipGi1···ip(p;q)j1···jpT
j1···jp
(p;q) , Gi1···ip(p;q)j1···jp≡
1
p!
[detχ]1+
q
2 [χ−1]
i1
j1
· · · [χ−1]ip jp . (3.32)
The contributions of the invariant Ka¨hler potentials K(p;q) and K(p;q) to the Killing poten-
tials, M(p;q)(q, q; δg) and M(p;q)(q, q; δg) for a tensor T(p;q) and a dual tensor T (p;q) of rank p
with index q, are obtained to satisfy Fi(q)=0 and F i(q)=0 as
−iM((pp);q) (q, q; δg) = K((pp);q), [α] (q, q; δg)R
[α](q). (3.33)
From (3.38) and (3.29), the Killing potential for tensors is exactly computed as
−iM(p;q)=K(p;q), [i]R[i]=T (p;q)j1···jp, [i]R[i]Gj1···jp(p;q)i1···ipT
i1···ip
(p;q)
+T (p;q)j1···jpGj1···jp(p;q)i1···ip, [i]R[i]T
i1···ip
(p;q) +T (p;q)j1···jpGj1···jp(p;q)i1···ipT
i1···ip
(p;q), [i]R[i], ([i]=(iˆi)),
(3.34)
Due to our recent work [18], the variation of δGj1···jp(p;q)i1···ip is calculated as
δGj1···jp(p;q)i1···ip = −
q
2
1
p!
[detχ]
q
2 tr{χ(δqq+qδq)}χj1i1 · · ·χ
jp
ip
− 1
p!
[detχ]
q
2
∑p
r=1 χ
j1
i1
· · · {χ(δqq+qδq)χ}jrir · · ·χ
jp
ip
,
(3.35)
together with the variations
δ detχ=− detχ·tr{χ(δqq+qδq)} , δχji=−{χ(δqq+qδq)χ}ji . (3.36)
Taking only the δq term in (3.35), the following type of contraction is easily carried out:
Gj1···jp
(p;q)i1···ip, iˆi
δqiˆi =−
q
2
1
p!
[detχ]
q
2 tr (RT−∆)χj1i1 · · ·χ
jp
ip
− 1
p!
[detχ]
q
2
∑p
r=1 χ
j1
i1
· · ·
{
χjri (RT−∆)i ir
}
· · ·χjpip,
(3.37)
where we have used the relation δqqχ=RT−∆. The (iˆi) element of the matrix q, i.e., qiˆi denoted
as q[i], (ˆi: another component different from i) and R[i] are given by the Killing vector, i.e.,
R[i]= δq[i], which is the first equation of (3.10) with ξl=1. The equation T (p;q)j1···jp,[i]R[i]=0
is evident. Similarly, the Killing potential for dual tensors is also computed. Then we reach
−iM(p;q)(q, q; δG)= 1
p!
T (p;q)j1···jp
× [detχ] q2χj1k1 · · ·χ
jp
kp
×
{∑p
r=1 δ
k1
i1
· · · [∆(q, q; δG)]krir · · · δ
kp
ip
+
q
2
tr [∆(q, q; δG)] δk1i1 · · · δ
kp
ip
}
T i1···ip(p;q) ,
−iM(p;q)(q, q; δG)= 1
p!
T(p;q)j1···jp
×
{∑p
r=1 δ
j1
k1
· · ·[−∆(q, q; δG)]jrkr · · ·δ
jp
kp
+
(
1+
q
2
)
tr [∆(q, q; δG)] δj1k1 · · ·δ
jp
kp
}
× [detχ]1+q2 [χ−1]k1i1 · · · [χ−1]
kp
ip
T i1···ip(p;q) ,

(3.38)
which is useful to optimize the Killing potential.The λ is a power of complex line bundleS, Sλ
given by λ=
q
2
in the upper and λ=1+
q
2
in the lower. The q stands for a rescaling charge.
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4 Two-level model
In this Section, we use a spherical symmetric single-particle state specified by the set of quan-
tum numbers {na, la, ja, mα}, denoted as α (α=1, · · · , N). The time-reversed single-particle
state α¯ is obtained from α by changing the sign of mα. We use a phase factor sα=(−1)ja−mα
in the time-reversed quantity. The contribution of the pair interaction to the Hartree-Fock
(HF) potential [αβ|γδ]Rγδ is neglected. Further assume the pairing potential D = (Dαβ) to
be constant. This makes the situation very simple as in the BCS theory does [4]. Then the
SO(2N) SCF parameters Fαβ(t) and Dαβ(t) defined by (2.16) have the following forms:
Fαβ(t)=(εa−λ)·δαβ,
Dαβ(t)=−sαδαβ¯∆(t), ∆(t)≡
1
2
g
∑
γsγKγγ¯(t), sγKγγ¯(t)=sγ [q(1N−q¯q)−1]γγ¯ ,
}
(4.1)
where g is the strength parameter for the pairing force.
First we treat a simple twe-level model (N =2) of a fermion system under consideration.
We denote the quantities q12(t) simply as q(t), (ε1−λ)+(ε2−λ) as 2ε andD12(t) as
−D(t)=s1δ12¯∆(t), ∆(t)≡
1
2
g(s1K11¯(t)+s2K22¯(t)) ,
s1K11¯(t)=s1
[[
0 q
−q 0
]([
1 0
0 1
]
−
[
0 q¯
−q¯ 0
][
0 q
−q 0
])−1]
11¯
=s1
1
1+|q|2
[
0 q
−q 0
]
11¯
= s1
1
1+|q|2q, (matrix element: 11¯=12),
s2K22¯(t)=s2
1
1+|q|2
[
0 q
−q 0
]
22¯
=−s2 1
1+|q|2q, (matrix element: 22¯=21),

(4.2)
Then we have the following Ricatti equations: q˙(t)
˙¯q(t)
=

D(t)
i~
+2
ε
i~
q(t)+
D¯(t)
i~
q(t)2
−D¯(t)
i~
−2 ε
i~
q¯(t)−D(t)
i~
q¯(t)2
, (4.3)
and define the matrix A(t) as
A(t)≡

ε
i~
D(t)
i~
−D¯(t)
i~
− ε
i~
, detA(t)=
ε2
~2
−|D(t)|
2
~2
≡δ2,
A(t)2=(− detA(t))·12.
(4.4)
We give a solution for q(t) up to the first order and the infinite order in t, respectively, as
exp{tA(t)}=12+t·A(t)
(
δ2=0
)
, exp{tA(t)}=
cos(tδ)
cosh(tδ)
·12+1
δ
sin(tδ)
sinh(tδ)
·A(t) (δ
2>0)
(−δ2<0). (4.5)
Following Inoguchi [19], the above solution is shown to satisfy the Riccati equation as follows:
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
q
(
Texp{tA(t)}(q)
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
cos(tδ)+
1
δ
sin(tδ)
ε
i~
cosh(tδ)+
1
δ
sinh(tδ)
ε
i~
·q+1
δ
sin(tδ)
D(t)
i~
sinh(tδ)
D(t)
i~
cos(tδ)−1
δ
sin(tδ)
ε
i~
cosh(tδ)−1
δ
sin(tδ)
ε
i~
− 1
δ
sin(tδ)
D¯(t)
i~
sinh(tδ)
D¯(t)
i~
·q
=
D(t)
i~
+2
ε
i~
q(t)+
D¯(t)
i~
q(t)2,(4.6)
from which, the Riccati equation for q(t) (4.3) can be surely derived. The case δ2=0 is trivially
derived. In Appendix D, we treat three- and four-level models (N=3 and 4).
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5 General solution of SO(2N)U(N) TDRHB equation
Following the way adopted in the preceding Section, we construct a general solution of time
dependent
SO(2N)
U(N)
Riccati-Hartree-Bogoliubov (TDRHB) equation. We here use a modified
matrix F
i~
together with N×N matrices δ2 and δ¯2 and suppose relations
F
i~
≡

F
i~
D
i~
−D¯
i~
− F¯
i~
, −δ2≡
F 2
(i~)2
− DD¯
(i~)2
, FD=DF¯,
−δ¯2≡ F¯
2
(i~)2
− D¯D
(i~)2
, F¯ D¯=D¯F.
(5.1)
We give a solution for q(t) up to the first order and the infinite order in t, respectively, as
exp{tF
i~
}=12N+t· F
i~
(||δ2||=0) , (5.2)
exp{tF
i~
}=
[
cos(tδ) 0
0 cos
(
tδ¯
)]+[δ−1 0
0 δ¯−1
][
sin(tδ) 0
0 sin
(
tδ¯
)]· F
i~
(||δ2||, |||δ¯2||>0) . (5.3)
exp{tF
i~
}=
[
cosh(tδ) 0
0 cosh
(
tδ¯
)]+[δ−1 0
0 δ¯−1
][
sinh(tδ) 0
0 sinh
(
tδ¯
)]· F
i~
(−||δ2||,−||δ¯2||<0) . (5.4)
In the above we suppose the existence o the inverse matrices δ−1 and δ¯−1. Following also the
Inoguchi method [19], the solutions (5.3) and (5.4) are shown to satisfy the Riccati equation
as follows:
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
q
(
Texp{tA(t)}(q)
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
cos(tδ)+δ−1sin(tδ)
F
i~
· q +
cosh(tδ)+δ−1sinh(tδ)
F
i~
·q +
δ−1sin(tδ)
D
i~
δ−1sinh(tδ)
D
i~
cos
(
tδ¯
)−δ¯−1sin(tδ¯) F¯
i~
cosh
(
tδ¯
)−δ¯−1sinh(tδ¯) F¯
i~
− δ¯−1sin(tδ¯) D¯
i~
·q
− δ¯−1sinh(tδ¯)D¯
i~
·q
=
D
i~
+
F
i~
q+q
F¯
i~
+q
D¯
i~
q,(5.5)
from which, we can surely prove that they satisfy the Riccati equation for q(t) (2.15). The
case ||δ2||=0 (5.2) is also easily proved. The relations FD=DF¯ and F¯ D¯=D¯F play a crucial
role to derive (5.3) and (5.4).They are also satisfied trivially for the previous simple case (4.4).
The above construction of the solution is deeply connected to the way of construction
developed by Berceanu, Gheorghe and de Monvel, who have asserted that the matrix Riccati
equation is a flow on the Grassmann coset manifold [13].
We use a N × 2N isometric matrix u=
[
b
a
]
and a matrix g given by g=
[
a b¯
b a¯
]
(detg=1),
given by the first of Eq. (3.7). Let us suppose the following HB eigenvalue equations:
F
[
b
a
]
i
=−
[
b
a
]
i
ǫi, or g
TF=
[
ǫ 0
0 −ǫ
]
gT, ǫ≡diagonal matrix(ǫ1, · · · , ǫN), detF=(−1)N(detǫ)2. (5.6)
Keeping the form of equation (5.6), we derive a usual TDHB equation in the form as
i~
[
˙¯b
˙¯a
]
=−F¯
[
b¯
a¯
]
, or i~
[
a˙
b˙
]
=−F¯
[
a
b
]
,
[
0 1N
1N 0
](−F¯)[ 0 1N
1N 0
]
=F , (5.7)
which are written in more compact forms as
i~ ˙¯g=F g¯, or i~g˙T=−gTF . (5.8)
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6 Concluding remarks and further outlook
In this paper first we present the induced representation of SO(2N) canonical transformation
group and introduce SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variables [12]. We give the derivation of the TDHB equation
from the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the variables in the TDSCF. The TDHB theory
is a powerful tool for superconducting fermion systems [3, 4]. The TDHBWF represents theTD
behavior of Bose condensate of fermion pairs. It is a good approximation for the ground state
of a fermion system with a pairing interaction, producing the spontaneous Bose condensation.
The TDHB equation on the Ka¨hler coset space G
H
=SO(2N)
U(N)
is derived from the Euler-Lagrange
equation of motion for the coset variables. To describe the classical on the coset manifold, we
start from the local equation of motion [12, 13]. This equation becomes of the Riccati type
[14, 15, 16]. After providing a simple two-level model and a solution for a coset variable, we
can give successfully a general solution of the TDRHB equation for the coset variables.
Next, along the same strategy developed by van Holten et al. [2], we have extended to the
SUSY σ-model on the Ka¨hler coset space G
H
=SO(2N+2)
U(N+1)
based on the SO(2N+1) Lie algebra of
fermion operators [9]. Following Fukutome, by embedding aSO(2N+1)group into an anomaly-
free spinor rep ofSO(2N+2) group and using SO(2N+2)
U(N+1)
coset variables [10, 11], we have studied
a new aspect of the extended anomaly-free SUSY σ-model and have given a corresponding
Ka¨hler potential and then a Killing potential based on a positive chiral spinor rep. The theory
is invariant under a SUSY transformation and the Killing potential is expressed in terms of the
coset variables. Using such mathematical manipulation, we have constructed the generalized
density matrix in the SO(2N) CS rep and obtained the Harish-Chandra decomposition for
the SO(2N) matrix based on the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation together with the geodesic
flow on the manifold. Further using an anomaly-free spinor rep of the SO(2N) group, we have
obtained an irreducible completely antisymmetric SU(N)-tensor and -dual tensor under the
transformation and then have derived the corresponding Killing potential for such the tensors.
The generalized density matrix W (=uu†) (3.17) is expressed in term of the matrix g as
W =
1
2
g¯
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
gT+
1
2
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
, W 2=W. (6.1)
Using (5.8), the equation of motion for W is given as
i~W˙= i~
1
2
˙¯g
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
gT+i~
1
2
g¯
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
g˙T=F 1
2
g¯
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
gT−F 1
2
g¯
[−1N 0
0 1N
]
gT
=F
(
W−1
2
·12N
)
−
(
W−1
2
·12N
)
F=[F ,W ].
(6.2)
This is just another famous form of the TDHB equation. According to Berceanu et.al. [13],
the nonlinear Mo¨bius transformation (3.22) given by exp{tF
i~
} (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) act on the
SO(2N)
U(N)
coset variables q and then produces the solution of the TDRHB equation. How does
the exp{tF
i~
} act on the generalized density matrix W ? This may be made as follows:
exp{tF
i~
}W=
 exp{tFi~}R exp{tFi~}K
−exp{tFi~}K¯ exp{tFi~}(1N−R¯)
, exp{t Fi~}R= exp{tFi~}(1N−χ),
exp{tF
i~
}K= exp{t
F
i~
}(χq),
χ=(1N+qq
†)−1, (6.3)
where we have used the relations (3.19). The calculation of
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
W
(
Texp{tF
i~
}(W )
)
seems to be
a very hard task. What is the meaning of this result? Does the result open a new field in
theoretical physics? This is an interesting future problem to be solved.
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Appendix
A Bosonization of SO(2N) Lie operators
Consider a fermion state vector |Ψ> corresponding to a function Ψ(g) in g ∈ SO(2N):
|Ψ> = ∫ U(g)| 0><0 |U †(g)|Ψ>dg = ∫ U(g)| 0>Ψ(g)dg. (A.1)
The g is given by (3.7) and the dg is an invariant group integration. When an infinitesimal
operator Ig+δĝ and a corresponding infinitesimal unitary operator U(12N+δg) is operated on
|Ψ>, using U−1(12N+δg)=U(12N−δg), it transforms |Ψ> as
U(12N − δg)|Ψ> = (Ig − δĝ)|Ψ> =
∫
U(g)| 0><0 |U †((12N + δg)g)|Ψ>dg
=
∫
U(g)| 0>Ψ((12N + δg)G)dG =
∫
U(g)| 0>(12N + δg)Ψ(g)dg,
(A.2)
12N + δg =
[
1N + δa δb¯
δb 1N + δa¯
]
, δa† = −δa, trδa = 0, δb = −δbT,
δĝ = δaαβE
β
α +
1
2
(
δbαβE
βα + δb¯αβEβα
)
, δg = δaαβE
β
α
+
1
2
(
δbαβE
βα + δb¯αβEβα
)
.

(A.3)
Equation (A.2) shows that the operation of Ig−δĝ on the |Ψ> in the fermion space corresponds
to the left multiplication by 12N+δg for the variable of the g of the function Ψ(g). For a small
parameter ǫ, we obtain a representation on the Ψ(g) as
ρ(eǫδg)Ψ(g) = Ψ(eǫδgg) = Ψ(g + ǫδgg) = Ψ(g + dg), (A.4)
which leads us to a relation dg = ǫδg. From this, we express it explicitly as,
dg =
[
da db¯
db da¯
]
= ǫ
[
δaa + δb¯b δab¯+ δb¯a¯
δba + δa¯b δa¯a¯+ δbb¯
]
,
da = ǫ
∂a
∂ǫ
= ǫ(δaa + δb¯b), db = ǫ
∂b
∂ǫ
= ǫ(δba + δa¯b).

(A.5)
A differential representation of ρ(δg), dρ(δg), is given as
dρ(δg)Ψ(g) =
[
∂aαβ
∂ǫ
∂
∂aαβ
+
∂bαβ
∂ǫ
∂
∂bαβ
+
∂a¯αβ
∂ǫ
∂
∂a¯αβ
+
∂b¯αβ
∂ǫ
∂
∂b¯αβ
]
Ψ(g). (A.6)
Substituting (A.5) into (A.6), we can get explicit forms of the differential representation
dρ(δg)Ψ(g) = δgΨ(g), (A.7)
where each operator in δg is expressed in a differential form as
Eα
β
= b¯αγ
∂
∂b¯βγ
− bβγ ∂
∂bαγ
− a¯βγ
∂
∂a¯αγ
+ aαγ
∂
∂aβγ
= Eβ†
α
,
Eαβ = a¯
α
γ
∂
∂b¯βγ
− bβγ ∂
∂aαγ
− a¯βγ
∂
∂b¯αγ
+ bαγ
∂
∂aβγ
= Eβα†,
E
α†
β = −E¯αβ, E†αβ = −E¯αβ, Eαβ = −Eβα.

(A.8)
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We define the boson operators aα
β
, a¯α
β
, etc., from every variable aαβ, a¯
α
β, etc., as
a
def
=
1√
2
(
a+
∂
∂a¯
)
, a†
def
=
1√
2
(¯
a− ∂
∂a
)
, a¯
def
=
1√
2
(¯
a+
∂
∂a
)
, aT
def
=
1√
2
(
a− ∂
∂a¯
)
,
[a, a†] = 1, [a¯, aT] = 1, [a, a¯] = [a, aT] = 0, [a†, a¯] = [a†, aT] = 0,
 (A.9)
where a is a complex variable. Similar definitions hold for b in order to define the boson opera-
tors bαβ, b¯αβ, etc. By noting the relations a¯
∂
∂a¯
−a ∂
∂a
=a†a−aTa¯ and a¯ ∂
∂b¯
−b ∂
∂a
=a†b−bTa¯,
the differential operators (A.8) can be converted into a boson operator representation
Eα
β
= b†
αγ
bβγ − bTβγ b¯αγ − aβ†γaαγ + apTr a¯qr = b†pr˜bqr˜ − aβ†γ˜aαγ˜ ,
Eαβ = a
α†
γ
bβγ − bTβγa¯αγ − aq†γbαγ + bTαγa¯βγ = aα†γ˜ bβγ˜ − aβ†γ˜bαγ˜ ,
 (A.10)
by using the notation aαT
γ+N
=b†
αγ
and bT
αγ+N
=aα†
γ
to use a suffix γ˜ running from 1 to N and
from N to 2N . Then we have the boson images of the fermion SO(2N) Lie operators as
Eα
β
= b†αγ˜bβγ˜ − aβ†γ˜aαγ˜ , Eαβ = aα†γ˜ bβγ˜ − aβ†γ˜bαγ˜ . (A.11)
Using the relations
∂
∂aαβ
det a= (a−1) βα det a and
∂
∂aαβ
(a−1) γδ =−(a−1) βδ (a−1) γα , we get
the relations which are valid when operated on functions on the right cosetSO(2N)
SU(N)
∂
∂bαβ
=
∑
γ<α(a
−1) βγ
∂
∂qαγ
,
∂
∂aαβ
= −∑δ<γ<α qγα(a−1) βδ ∂∂qγδ − i2(a−1) βα ∂∂τ ,
 (A.12)
using which, the bosonized operators (A.10) are expressed by the closed first order differential
form over the SO(2N)
U(N)
coset space in terms of the coset variables qαβ and a phase variable τ .
B Vacuum function for bosons
We show that function Φ00(g)(=< |0U(g)| 0>) in g∈SO(2N) corresponds to the free fermion
vacuum function in the physical fermion space. Then the Φ00(g) must satisfy the conditions(
Eα
β
+
1
2
δαβ
)
Φ00(g) = 0, Φ00(12N ) = 1. (B.1)
The vacuum function Φ00(g) which satisfy (B.1) is given by Φ00(g) = [det(a¯)]
1
2 , the proof of
which is made easily as follows:(
Eαβ +
1
2
δαβ
)
[det(a¯)]
1
2 =
1
2
δαβ [det(a¯)]
1
2+
(¯
bαγ
∂
∂b¯βγ
−bβγ ∂
∂bαγ
−a¯βγ
∂
∂a¯αγ
+aαγ
∂
∂aβγ
)
[det(a¯)]
1
2
=
1
2
δαβ [det(a¯)]
1
2−a¯βγ
∂
∂a¯αγ
[det(a¯)]
1
2 =
1
2
δαβ[det(a¯)]
1
2−1
2
1
[det(a¯)]
1
2
a¯βγ
∂
∂a¯αγ
det(a¯)
=
1
2
δαβ [det(a¯)]
1
2 − 1
2
1
[det(a¯)]
1
2
(a¯a¯−1)βα det(a¯) = 0,
(B.2)
Eαβ[det(a¯)]
1
2 =
(¯
aαγ
∂
∂b¯βγ
− bβγ ∂
∂aαγ
− a¯βγ
∂
∂b¯αγ
+ bαγ
∂
∂aβγ
)
[det(a¯)]
1
2 = 0. (B.3)
Thus the vacuum function Φ00(g) in g∈SO(2N) satisfies
(
Eαβ+
1
2
δαβ
)
Φ00(g)=EαβΦ00(g)=0.
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C Another way of derivation of SO(2N)U(N) TD Riccati-Hartree-
Bogoliubov equation
As is shown in Section 3, the matrices a and b and χ are represented in terms of q=(qαβ) as
a=(1N+q
†q)−
1
2 v, b=q(1N+q
†q)−
1
2 v, v ∈U(N),
χ≡(1N+qq†)−1, χ¯=(1N+q†q)−1,
 (C.1)
Then the SO(2N) matrix g and the coset variable q are represented as
g =
a b¯
b a¯
 =
 a0(= χ¯ 12 ) b¯0(= q¯χ 12 )
b0(=qχ¯
1
2 ) a¯0(=χ
1
2 )
v 0
0 v¯
 , q =ba−1=b0a−10 . (C.2)
Along the same strategy as the strategy developed by Chaturvedi et al. [20] and by
Fujii and Oike [21], we here give another way of derivation of SO(2N)
U(N)
time dependent Riccati-
Hartree-Bogoliubov (TDRHB) equation. Let us consider a TD Hamiltonian matrix H(t),
H(t)=−F¯F (t)−F¯D(t)=
[−F¯ (t) −D¯(t)
D(t) F (t)
]
. The unitary evolution operator g(t) is an element of
G=SO(2N) obeying the equation
i~g˙(t)=H(t)g(t), g(t0)=I. (C.3)
Then we have
i~
 a˙0 ˙¯b0
b˙0 ˙¯a0
v 0
0 v¯
+
a0 b¯0
b0 a¯0
 v˙ 0
0 ˙¯v
=
−F¯ (t) −D¯(t)
D(t) F (t)
a0 b¯0
b0 a¯0
v 0
0 v¯
 , (C.4)
which is rewritten as
i~
a˙0 ˙¯b0
b˙0 ˙¯a0
=
−F¯ (t) −D¯(t)
D(t) F (t)
a0 b¯0
b0 a¯0
−i~
a0 b¯0
b0 a¯0
 v˙v−1 0
0 ˙¯vv¯−1
 . (C.5)
Equation (C.6) yields
i~a˙0=−F¯ (t)a0−D¯(t)b0 − i~a0v˙v−1, i~b˙0=F (t)b0+D(t)a0 − i~b0v˙v−1,
i~ ˙¯a0=F (t)a¯0+D(t)b¯0 − i~a¯0 ˙¯vv¯−1, i~ ˙¯b0=−F¯ (t)b¯0−D¯(t)a¯0 − i~b¯0 ˙¯vv¯−1.
 (C.6)
Using the second equation of (C.2) and (C.6),
i~q˙= i~b˙0a
−1
0 −i~b0a−10 a˙0a−10
=D(t)+F (t)q−i~b0v˙v−1a−10 +q
{
F¯ (t)a0+D¯(t)b0+i~a0v˙v
−1
}
a−10
=D(t)+F (t)q+qF¯ (t)+qD¯(t)q.

(C.7)
This is just the TDRHB equation obtained in (2.15). Note that the relation
b˙0a
−1
0 −b0a−10 a˙0a−10 =
(
q˙χ¯
1
2+
1
2
qχ¯−
1
4 ˙¯χχ¯−
1
4
)
χ¯−
1
2−q
(
1
2
χ¯−
1
4 ˙¯χχ¯−
1
4
)
χ¯−
1
2 = q˙ . (C.8)
This is consistent with the second equation of (C.2).
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D Three- and Four-level models
In this Appendix, we will treat a three-level model (N=3). First we denote the quantities
q12, q13, q23, |q1|2+|q2|2+|q3|2 simply as q1(t), q2(t), q3(t), |q|2, respectively. We also denote
(ε1−λ)+(ε2−λ), (ε1−λ)+(ε3−λ), (ε2−λ)+(ε3−λ) as 2ε1, 2ε2, 2ε3 and further D12, D13 and
D23 as D1(t)=−s1δ12¯∆(t),∆(t) ≡
1
2
g (s1K11¯(t)+s2K22¯(t)+s3K33¯(t)) ,D2(t)=−s1δ13¯∆(t) and
D3(t)=−s2δ23¯∆(t), respectively.
The term s1K11¯(t) is calculated as
s1K11¯(t)=s1

 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0


1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
−
 0 q¯
1 q¯2
−q¯1 0 q¯3
−q¯2 −q¯3 0

 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0


−1

11¯
=s1

 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0

1+|q
1|2+|q2|2 q¯2q3 −q¯1q3
q¯3q2 1+|q1|2+|q3|2 q¯1q2
−q¯3q1 q¯2q1 1+|q2|2+|q3|2

−1

11¯
=s1

 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0
 1
1+|q|2
1+|q
3|2 −q¯2q3 q¯1q3
−q¯3q2 1+|q2|2 −q¯1q2
q¯3q1 −q¯2q1 1+|q1|2


11¯
=s1
1
1+|q|2
 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0

11¯
,
(D.1)
where |q|2 is defined as |q|2 ≡|q1|2+|q2|2+|q3|2. We also have
s2K22¯(t)=s2
1
1+|q|2
 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0

22¯
, s3K33¯(t)=s3
1
1+|q|2
 0 q
1 q2
−q1 0 q3
−q2 −q3 0

33¯
, (D.2)
Using the above quantities, then we get the following coupled Ricatti equations:
i~

q˙1(t)
q˙2(t)
q˙3(t)
=

D1(t)+2ε1q1(t)+q1(t)D1†q1(t)+q1(t)D2†q2(t)+q1(t)D3†q3(t)
D2(t)+2ε2q2(t)+q1(t)D1†q2(t)+q2(t)D2†q2(t)+q2(t)D3†q3(t)
D3(t)+2ε3q3(t)+q1(t)D1†q3(t)+q2(t)D2†q3(t)+q3(t)D3†q3(t)
. (D.3)
Further we treat a four-level model (N=4). We denote the quantities q12, q13, q14, q23, q24, q34,
|q1|2+|q2|2+|q3|3+|q4|2+|q5|2+|q6|2 simply as q1(t), q2(t), q3(t), q4(t), q5(t), q6(t), |q|2.
Denote (ε1−λ)+(ε2−λ), (ε1−λ)+(ε3−λ), (ε1−λ)+(ε4−λ), (ε2−λ)+(ε3−λ), (ε2−λ)+(ε4−λ), (ε3−λ)+(ε4−λ)
as 2ε1, 2ε2, 2ε3, 2ε4, 2ε5, 2ε6 and further D12, D13, D14, D23, D24 and D34 as
D1(t)=−s1δ12¯∆(t),,D2(t)=−s1δ13¯∆(t), D3(t)=−s1δ14¯∆(t), D4(t)=−s2δ23¯∆(t),
D5(t)=−s2δ24¯∆(t),D6(t)=−s3δ34¯∆(t) and
∆(t)≡1
2
g(s1K11¯(t)+s2K22¯(t)+s3K33¯(t)+s4K44¯(t)).
Below we use the det which is defined as
det ≡ {1 + |q|2 + |q1|2|q6|2 + |q2|2|q5|2 + |q3|2|q4|2
− (q¯2q3q4q¯5 + c.c) + (q¯1q3q4q¯6 + c.c) + (q¯1q2q5q¯6 + c.c)}2 .
}
(D.4)
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The term s1K11¯(t) is computed as
s1K11¯(t)=s1


0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
−

0 q¯1 q¯2 q¯3
−q¯1 0 q¯4 q¯5
−q¯2 −q¯4 0 q¯6
−q¯3 −q¯5 −q¯6 0


0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0


−1
11¯
=s1


0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0


1+|q1|2+|q2|2+|q3|2 q¯2q4+q¯3q5 −q¯1q4+q¯3q6 −q¯1q5−q¯2q6
q¯4q2+q¯5q3 1+|q1|2+|q4|2+|q5|2 q¯1q2+q¯5q6 q¯1q3−q¯4q6
−q¯4q1+q¯6q3 q¯2q1+q¯6q5 1+|q2|2+|q4|2+|q6|2 q¯2q3+q¯4q5
−q¯5q1−q¯6q2 q¯3q1−q¯6q4 q¯3q2+q¯5q4 1+|q3|2+|q5|2+|q6|2

−1
11¯
=s1
 1det12

0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0


1+|q4|2+|q5|2+|q6|2 −q¯2q4−q¯3q5 q¯1q4−q¯3q6 q¯1q5+q¯2q6
−q¯4q2−q¯5q3 1+|q2|2+|q3|2+|q6|2 −q¯1q2−q¯5q6 −q¯1q3+q¯4q6
q¯4q1−q¯6q3 −q¯2q1−q¯6q5 1+|q1|2+|q3|2+|q5|2 −q¯2q3−q¯4q5
q¯5q1+q¯6q2 −q¯3q1+q¯6q4 −q¯3q2−q¯5q4 1+|q1|2+|q2|2+|q4|2


11¯
=s1
 1det12

0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0
+ 1det12

0 q¯6 −q¯5 q¯4
−q¯6 0 q¯3 −q¯2
q¯5 −q¯3 0 q¯1
−q¯4 q¯2 −q¯1 0
(q1q6−q2q5+q3q4)

11¯
,
(D.5)
We also have
s2(3)K22¯(33¯)(t)=s2(3)
 1det12

0 q1 q2 q3
−q1 0 q4 q5
−q2 −q4 0 q6
−q3 −q5 −q6 0
+ 1det12

0 q¯6 −q¯5 q¯4
−q¯6 0 q¯3 −q¯2
q¯5 −q¯3 0 q¯1
−q¯4 q¯2 −q¯1 0
(q1q6−q2q5+q3q4)

22¯(33¯)
, (D.6)
Then we have the following coupled Ricatti equations:
i~

q˙1(t)
q˙2(t)
q˙3(t)
q˙4(t)
q˙5(t)
q˙6(t)

=

D1(t)+2ε1q1(t)+q1(t)D1†q1(t)+q1(t)D2†q2(t)+q1(t)D3†q3(t)
+q1(t)D4†q4(t)+ q1(t)D5†q5(t)+ q2(t)D6†q5(t)+q3(t)D6†q4(t)
D2(t)+2ε2q2(t)+q1(t)D1†q2(t)+q2(t)D2†q2(t)+q2(t)D3†q3(t)
+q2(t)D4†q4(t)+ q3(t)D5†q4(t)+ q1(t)D5†q6(t)+q2(t)D6†q6(t)
D3(t)+2ε3q3(t)+q1(t)D1†q3(t)+q2(t)D2†q3(t)+q3(t)D3†q3(t)
−q1(t)D4†q6(t)+ q2(t)D4†q5(t)+ q3(t)D5†q5(t)+q3(t)D6†q6(t)
D4(t)+2ε4q4(t)+q1(t)D1†q4(t)+q2(t)D2†q4(t)−q1(t)D3†q6(t)
+q2(t)D3†q5(t)+ q4(t)D4†q4(t)+ q4(t)D5†q5(t)+q4(t)D6†q6(t)
D5(t)+2ε5q5(t)+q1(t)D1†q5(t)+q1(t)D2†q6(t)+q3(t)D2†q4(t)
+q3(t)D3†q5(t)+ q4(t)D4†q5(t)+ q5(t)D5†q5(t)+q5(t)D6†q6(t)
D6(t)+2ε6q6(t)+q2(t)D1†q5(t)−q3(t)D1†q4(t)+q2(t)D2†q6(t)
+q3(t)D3†q6(t)+ q3(t)D4†q6(t)+ q5(t)D5†q6(t)+q6(t)D6†q6(t)

. (D.7)
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